Getting to Jacobs University Bremen

By Car
Navigation system: Bruno-Bürgel-Straße 27 or 38, 28759 Bremen

**Travelling from the South:**
>> Autobahn 27 direction Cuxhaven, Bremerhaven
>> Exit Bremen-Nord (Burglesum)
>> At the intersection turn left onto the A 270, direction Elsfleth/ HB-Blumenthal
>> Leave the highway on the exit Bremen-St. Magnus/Grohn/ Jacobs University
>> At the end of the exit ramp, turn left in direction U 5, Grohn, Jacobs University
>> At the next traffic light turn left into the Schönebecker Straße, direction Grohn
>> After the bridge, turn into Bruno-Bürgel-Straße, the second left
>> After ca. 300 meters you find yourself at the entrance of the Campus on the left hand side

**Travelling from the North:**
>> Autobahn 27 direction Bremen
>> Exit Ihlpohl
>> Follow the A 270, direction Bremen-Vegesack
>> Leave the highway on the exit Bremen-St. Magnus/Grohn/ Jacobs University
>> At the end of the exit ramp, turn left in direction U 5, Grohn, Jacobs University
>> At the next traffic light turn left into the Schönebecker Straße, direction Grohn
>> After the bridge, turn into Bruno-Bürgel-Straße, the second left
>> After ca. 300 meters you find yourself at the entrance of the Campus on the left hand side

By Rail
Trains from Bremen’s main station to North Bremen leave every 30 minutes. Take the train heading towards Vegesack and get off at Schönebeck station (sixth stop). From Schönebeck station it is about a five-minute walk down Schönebecker Straße and Bruno-Bürgel-Straße.

By Air
From Bremen Airport, take tram number 6 and get off at Bremen Hauptbahnhof – the main station. Trains from Bremen’s main station to North Bremen leave every 30 minutes. Take the train heading towards Vegesack and get off at Schönebeck station (sixth stop). From Schönebeck station it is about a five-minute walk down Schönebecker Straße and Bruno-Bürgel-Straße.

If you are coming to Jacobs University Bremen by car, take Route B 6 from the Bremen airport towards Bremen City Center and the Autobahn 27, direction Vegesack. Take the Autobahn 27 North from Bremen and take Exit 16 (Bremen Nord). Get onto A 270 heading towards Bremen-Vegesack. Take the exit St. Magnus/Grohn/Schönebeck. From the exit ramp, turn left. At the next traffic light turn left again into Schönebecker Straße, then left again into Bruno-Bürgel-Straße. After about 300 meters, turn left at the main entrance.

More information:
www.jacobs-university.de